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The Britannica Guide to Baseball 2011-05-01 integral to the consciousness of
the american people the sport of baseball has become a steadfast institution in
a nation whose identity is constantly evolving although the game has
undergone its own share of changes since it first took center stage baseball has
maintained an unwavering devotion among fans and players alike this
comprehensive volume details the rules of baseball introduces some of its key
personalities and examines the historical role of the game as it changed both
the recreational and social landscapes of the country
Major League Baseball 2009 the first title devoted to america s national
pastime in the new exciting and completely original sports by the
numberstm series the sport baseball is our national pastime and the popularity
of the game has never been greater than it is right now the sports by the
numberstm franchise delves into the history of baseball and explores some of
its greatest moments legends players and teams in a unique and provocative
numerical framework the format the presentation created by the authors
distinguishes sports by the numberstm from everything else available today
major league baseball is composed of ten chapters each offering one hundred
numbered mini stories facts anomalies records coincidences and enthralling
lore and trivia each chapter begins with a stirring introduction highlighting
the many exciting stories detailed in that chapter interactive numerical
entries tagged with sbtn all star and sbtn hall of fame logos are scattered
throughout this book these logos indicate that more information is available at
our website sportsbythenumbers com just click on the athletic locker in the
bottom right hand corner of the homepage and access additional reading
material audio and video clips and more sports by the numberstm books are
not just for die hard sports fans but for every fan and sports history reader
who loves sports and wants to know more about their heroes and favorite
teams they will quench any fan s thirst for entertainment and knowledge
about the authors daniel j brush is currently working on his ph d at the
university of oklahoma david horne is a professional educator and former
high school athletic director currently pursuing his doctoral degree at the
university of oklahoma marc cb maxwell is a ph d student at the university
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of oklahoma and is the author of surviving military separation 365 days savas
beatie 2007
Watching Baseball Smarter 2008-12-24 this smart and funny fan s guide to
baseball explains the ins and outs of pitching hitting running and fielding
while offering insider trivia and anecdotes that will appeal to anyone
whether you re a major league couch potato life long season ticket holder or a
beginner what is the difference between a slider and a curveball at which
stadium did the wave first make an appearance how do some hitters use
ipods to improve their skills which positions are never played by lefties why
do some players urinate on their hands combining the narrative voice and
attitude of michael lewis with the compulsive brilliance of schott s
miscellany watching baseball smarter will increase your understanding and
enjoyment of the sport no matter what your level of expertise features an
glossary of baseball slang an appendix of important baseball stats and an
appendix of uniform numbers
Spalding's Official Base Ball Guide 1906 give young fans the crucial facts
about all 30 pro baseball teams including their current stars and legendary
players triumphs and turning points and memorable stats and trivia packed
with must know info and action photos this guide is a home run publisher s
website
A Superfan's Guide to Pro Baseball Teams 2018 describes each of the teams in
major league baseball including players coaches history and fun facts
The Ultimate Guide to Pro Baseball Teams 2010-07 a great overview for
novices and a precise reference guide for devoted fans admit it even if you re
a die hard fan of our national pastime sometimes an umpire s call can be
baffling and for newer fans major league baseball s nuanced rules developed
and revised over many decades can be downright perplexing now updated
throughout with the latest changes including specifications about the
universal designated hitter and limits on defensive shifts the baseball field
guide lays out every rule in plain english you ll learn to answer all these
questions and more do you know the twenty two ways a pitcher can be
charged with a balk can you list all seven ways a batter can safely get to first
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base obstruction or interference who s at fault when things get rough what
are the rules that apply before and after a game what happens when
spectators are the ones who misbehave how well do you understand the
infamous infield fly rule and why does it exist this is the clearest explanation
anywhere of the rules of baseball designed for quick and intuitive searches
this entertaining reference will help you understand every aspect of the
game and add to your enjoyment of the sport
Baseball Field Guide, Fourth Edition: An In-Depth Illustrated Guide to the
Complete Rules of Baseball (Fourth) 2023-04-25 whether the reader is
already a baseball expert or a newcomer to the sport this colorful engaging
volume is a comprehensive guide for any kind of reader or baseball
enthusiast it includes tips on getting and staying in shape which helps to
promote a healthier lifestyle historical facts and images from the past one
hundred years and photos of exciting game moments featuring popular
players and coaches readers will be captivated by the history while learning
facts and strategies for playing the modern game of baseball
An Insider's Guide to Baseball 2014-07-15 the man newsweek once called the
guru of baseball offers profiles of top managers sidebars statistics and snapshots
of each decade widely considered to be one of the greatest minds in the
history of the game bill james has changed the way we think about the sport
of baseball in this chronicle of field generals strategists and occasional cannon
fodder james writes with piercing insight about the men who hold what
may be the most important spot in the dugout for nearly forty years james
has led the vanguard of how we measure the game from sabermetrics to his
baseball abstracts james has influenced even the casual fan all the way up to
the top brass somewhere in the middle of that spectrum however is the
manager and bill james has penned a guide on some of the most innovative
and renowned men to ever hold that position some of the game s greatest
managers have been hall of fame players who put down a bat and picked up
a lineup card frank robinson mel ott joe cronin tris speaker and rogers
hornsby others have achieved greatness from their ability to assemble
legendary teams billy martin tommy lasorda connie mack joseph mccarthy
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dick williams and leo durocher here bill james explores the history of the
manager and its evolution from 1870 1990 in a decade by decade chronicle
examining the successes the failures and what baseball fans can learn from
both the bill james guide to baseball managers is a thought provoking
entertaining and seminal guide to a vital part of the national pastime written
by one of its most groundbreaking iconoclasts a delightful collection that will
satisfy baseball fans of all ages library journal
The Bill James Guide to Baseball Managers 2014-04-01 includes information
on 28 major league teams maps to stadiums 1993 schedules team profiles and
statistics and spring training schedule
Complete Idiot's Guide to Baseball 1999-04-01 all you need to know about tee
ball from the leading name in children s sports endorsed by little league
baseball the little league guide to tee ball covers all the bases for parents as
well as coaches authors ned mcintosh and rich cropper who have nearly
thirty years of coaching experience between them show you how to keep
the game fun for the kids while you teach them baseball fundamentals in this
informative and easy to read book you will learn how to help your rookies
develop the coordination and confidence they will need throughout their
little league careers and beyond topics include choosing the right equipment
teaching kids to hit throw catch and run bases teaching the rules and
positions of the game keeping practice fun and maintaining proper
perspective deciding to register your child in tee ball rather than softball and
more from breaking in a new glove to developing a natural swing the little
league guide to tee ball gives you the advice and know how to teach the
next generation of baseball players
Official Baseball Atlas 1993-01-01 exciting and information packed the genius
kid s guide to pro baseball gives readers everything they need to know about
their favorite pro athletes and teams as well as plenty of fun trivia to impress
their friends
The Little League Guide to Tee Ball 2003-04-22 this comprehensive look at
pro baseball records covers everything from joe dimaggio s seemingly
untouchable 56 game hitting streak to the lowly 1988 baltimore orioles
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unmatched 21 straight losses to open a season among the record highs and
lows budding fans will find loads of awe inspiring accomplishments and eye
popping numbers and discovering baseball s record book only multiplies the
fun and wonder of following the game onix annotation
The Genius Kid's Guide to Pro Baseball 2022-03-15 discover the most
successful football baseball and basketball stars and teams of all time find out
how each game is played and where the rules came from
Pro Baseball Records 2019 this comprehensive look at pro baseball records
covers everything from joe dimaggio s seemingly untouchable 56 game
hitting streak to the lowly 1988 baltimore orioles unmatched 21 straight losses
to open a season among the record highs and lows budding fans will find
loads of awe inspiring accomplishments and eye popping numbers and
discovering baseball s record book only multiplies the fun and wonder of
following the game
The Complete Guide to Sports 2015 baseball has long been considered america
s pastime in the 1980s and 1990s it helped popularize fantasy sports players
draft hitters and pitchers hoping to earn enough points to win the season
quick guide to fantasy baseball provides an overview on how to get involved
in the game from the draft through the championship
Spalding's Official Base Ball Guide for ... 1907 an athlete s guide to agents
fourth edition is designed to better prepare athletes and their families to
screen select and work with an agent and other advisers who will guide the
athlete around the business minefields and into the sports gold mines this
substantially revised fourth edition examines agent services and fees financial
management insurance endorsements the dilemma of replacing an agent
renegotiating and holding out ncaa regulations and other topics of interest to
pre professional and professional athletes in the u s and across the globe in
essence this book is a caution label on the package of useful services an agent
will try to sell to an athlete
Pro Baseball Records 2019 the ultimate guide to weight training for baseball
is the most comprehensive and up to date baseball specific training guide in
the world today it contains descriptions and photographs of nearly 100 of the
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most effective weight training flexibility and abdominal exercises used by
athletes worldwide this book features year round baseball specific weight
training programs guaranteed to improve your performance and get you
results no other baseball book to date has been so well designed so easy to use
and so committed to weight training this book will have players increasing
arm strength bat speed and overall quickness and power on the diamond
leading to an increase in batting average onbase percentage steals and overall
performance you will build the strength and power needed to hit the ball
out of the park and you will build the stamina and endurance needed to go
strong until the final pitch both beginners and advanced athletes and weight
trainers can follow this book and utilize its programs from recreational to
professional thousands of athletes all over the world are already benefiting
from this book and its techniques and now you can too
Quick Guide to Fantasy Baseball 2020-08 a gift worthy playbook of common
and unexpected words and idioms that have their roots in sports and games
there are many metaphors we can quickly identify from the realm of sports
covering all the bases baseball game plan football and par for the course golf
but the english language is also peppered with the not so obvious influence of
sports and games such as go to guy basketball and dead ringer horse racing
filled with pithy entries on each idiom plus quotes showing how big talkers
from president obama to rapper ice t use them this quirky little handbook
from former minor league ballplayer and award winning journalist josh
chetwynd is sure to be a conversation starter at tailgates cocktail parties and
in the boardroom
Official Athletic College Guide Baseball 2001-03-01 what does wins above
replacement war have to do with baseball greatness more than you think in
this fun and smart look at baseball you will discover stories and uncover facts
that will help you better understand and enjoy every strikeout putout and
home run all the more
An Athlete's Guide to Agents 2004 each spring tee ball introduces millions of
boys and girls to america s pastime and introduces their parents to the joys
and nightmares of coaching first time players filled with expert advice and
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tips on creating order from chaos coaching tee ball is the solution to every
baffled parent s predicament offering the new coach a total approach to
keeping kids involved motivated and having fun
The Ultimate Guide to Weight Training for Baseball 2006-04 play watch and
understand america s favorite pastime baseball continues to be a popular game
both as a spectator sport and as a pastime since the publication of baseball for
dummies 3rd edition baseball teams have changed new mlb stadiums have
been built and rules have been updated this updated 4th edition brings you
the latest information on the players the places and above all the game
baseball for dummies is for baseball fans at all levels from players and coaches
to spectators who love the game baseball hall of fame player joe morgan
explains baseball with remarkable insight using down to earth language so
everyone from the casual observer to the die hard fan can gain a fuller
appreciation of the sport improve your hitting pitching and fielding find a
baseball team to play on from little league on up evaluate stats players and
records coach baseball or umpire effectively get more out of a trip to the
ballpark the latest on baseball stats and sabermetrics complete with morgan s
personal lists of top ten toughest pitchers smartest players and most strategic
managers baseball for dummies gives you all the inside tips facts and stats so
you can have major league fun
The Field Guide to Sports Metaphors 2016-05-10 you re no idiot of course you
know that babe ruth was the sultan of swat mark mcgwire is the home run
champ and the 98 yankees were one of the best teams in baseball history but
when it comes to understanding the finer points of a suicide squeeze or the
impact of the designated hitter rule you feel like a little leaguer facing a
randy johnson fastball don t bench yourself just yet hall of famer johnny
bench named the greatest catcher and 16th greatest all around player in
history by the sporting news in 1998 is here to help you follow the national
pastime like a pro in his fact filled book the complete idiot s guide to baseball
johnny gives you
Baseball Is a Numbers Game 2018 do you know the path to be a successful
athlete do you know what it takes to compete at the high school college and
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professional levels if you are an athlete or a parent of an athlete joe sperle
professional sports and baseball trailblazer and one of the top coaches in the
nation shares with you the roadmap to succeeding in your sport and avoiding
the pitfalls through his 40 years of sports playing and professional coaching
experiences and founding the freedom pro baseball minor league joe shares
compelling success stories and an athlete s roadmap that will illustrate what it
takes to play sports at the high school college and professional level some of
these athletes were overlooked and cut in high school and after joe coached
and mentored them they went on to play division 1 college baseball on a
scholarship and were drafted and signed to a professional contract by major
league baseball teams
The Baffled Parent's Guide to Coaching Tee Ball 2003-01-28 a young
enthusiast s guide to pursuing a career in sports profiles careers ranging from
athlete and coach to broadcaster and photographer as well as lesser known
professions sharing uplifting stories about young adults who have explored
different sectors in the industry
Baseball For Dummies 2014-02-06 baseball for beginners baseball continues to
be a popular game both as a spectator sport and as a pastime this book brings
you the latest information on the players the places and above all the game
baseball for beginners is for baseball fans at all levels from players and coaches
to spectators who love the game the book is written using down to earth
language so everyone from the casual observer to the die hard fan can gain a
fuller appreciation of the sport baseball for beginners gives you all the inside
tips facts so you can have fun get a copy
The Complete Idiot's Guide to Baseball 1999-04-01 this comprehensive guide
takes the reader on a historical journey providing an in depth look at the
icons of sport captured through their greatest collectibles composed by the
leading experts in the field never before has one book covered such a variety
of hobby subjects for those interested in building a fine collection of sports
memorabilia from baseball cards to autographs to game used bats each subject
is covered in great detail within each chapter the best of the best has been
selected by the experts whether you are a hardcore collector or just an avid
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sports fan this book not only helps bring the legends of sport to life but it
provides crucial tips on how to assemble a world class collection from babe
ruth to tiger woods from wilt chamberlain to joe namath every major sport is
covered this book contains hundreds of sports memorabilia images including
many of the finest examples in the world
ATHLETE'S GUIDE TO SUCCESS 2021-05-18 tips from over 70 college
baseball coaches and pro scouts describing how to market yourself to the
college of your dreams from front cover
So, You Want to Work in Sports? 2014-04 do you love baseball do you want
to improve your baseball skills this is the book for you baseball is a game of
skill and hard work some players are blessed with skill size or desire this
book will help you mentally and physically get ahead of the competition this
book breaks down baseball fundamentals but it also gives you other things to
help you be one step ahead of your peers or competitors one of the most
important parts of the game is being able to focus on the ball this book helps
you with being a better all around player this book includes what are baseball
trading pins baseball rules a must for beginners instructing baseball rules and
skills to your child baseball rules and history strategies for the catcher in
baseball speeding the game of baseball up seven steps on how to hit a baseball
distinctive types of pitches in baseball baseball drills infield crispness is key
Baseball for Beginners 2024-02-09 do you love baseball do you want to
improve your baseball skills this is the book for you baseball is a game of skill
and hard work focus some players are blessed with skill size or desire this
book will help you mentally and physically get ahead of the competition this
book breaks down baseball fundamentals but it also gives you other things to
help you be one step ahead of your peers or competitors one of the most
important parts of the game is being able to focus on the ball this book helps
you with being a better all around player this book includes what are baseball
trading pins baseball rules a must for beginners instructing baseball rules and
skills to your child baseball rules and history strategies for the catcher in
baseball speeding the game of baseball up seven steps on how to hit a baseball
distinctive types of pitches in baseball baseball drills infield crispness is key
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Collecting Sports Legends 2008-12 essential for armchair umpires and
scorekeepers this guide challenges aficionados on every significant part of the
official baseball rules few sports lovers are as obsessed with rules and statistics
as baseball fans in so you think you know baseball lifelong baseball enthusiast
peter e meltzer catalogues every noteworthy baseball rule from the major
league rulebook and illustrates its application with actual plays from the
historical to the contemporary you can read the book from start to finish or
consult it while watching a game to understand the mechanics of a play or
how it should be scored meltzer analyzes the entire official baseball rules
using hundreds of major league plays involving both plays on the field
situations and plays which have involved the official scorer this is the first
book ever written which analyzes the entire rulebook in this fashion and
which is based on actual plays with meltzer s unique and thoroughly
entertaining guide in hand which includes a foreword by baseball rules
expert rich marazzi you ll never have to scratch your head over an umpire
or scorekeeper s call again
Playboy's Guide to Baseball Betting 1982 the first national league franchise to
be featured in the new exciting and completely original sports by the
numbers series the team the giants franchise is the winningest in professional
baseball history having won more regular season games than the cubs
yankees dodgers or red sox the giants have been to the world series 18 times
and claimed six championships during baseball s modern era and the success
of this franchise has been built on legends as the club also boasts more hall of
fame players than any other in the sport the format the presentation created
by the authors distinguishes sports by the numbers from everything else
available today san francisco giants is composed of ten chapters each offering
one hundred numbered mini stories facts anomalies records coincidences and
enthralling lore and trivia from hall of fame legends such as willie mays mel
ott and bill terry to contemporary stars such as tim lincecum matt cain and
buster posey each chapter begins with an introduction that highlights the
many exciting stories found in these pages such as the shot heard round the
world mays catch in the 1954 world series barry bonds pursuit of hank aaron
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and rivalry games against the hated dodgers sports by the numbers books are
not just for diehard sports fans but for every fan and sports history reader
who loves sports and wants to know more about their heroes and favorite
teams
The High School Athlete's Guide to College Baseball 2008 one miracle opened
the 1960s another miracle closed it between bill mazeroski s epic home run
in the 1960 world series and the new york mets stunning upset in october
1969 it was a baseball decade of unparalleled excitement and drama of record
shattering performances and unforgettable stars it was baseball at its best
power hitting versus power pitching when complete games were routine
for baseball s best pitchers and games rarely lasted three hours the 1960s
were when records were shattered without the help of advanced chemistry
when there were no free agents or designated hitters and beards were
banned when world series games were played in the slanting daylight of
october afternoons the ultimate fan guide to 1960s baseball takes you inside
the game as it was played by mays and mantle and koufax and gibson and
their contemporaries they had no peers it recreates the seasons the teams and
the players who made the 1960s baseball s true golden age enjoy the
memories
How to Play Baseball for Kids 2019-05-09 does baseball boggle your mind is
football completely confusing she s got game is the perfect resource for
women who have it all together but just don t understand the rules when it
comes to professional and college sports that is you re the kind of woman
who can adapt to every situation you know just what to wear and what to
say nothing flusters you except going to a game sporting events raise so
many questions what is march madness all about what on earth is a pop fly if
they just had the fourth down then why is it the first down now and not the
fifth what s a down anyway what do i wear will i wipe out if i wear heels
should i wear makeup and how do you say that player s name don t you
wish you had a smart girlfriend who could explain it all without making you
feel like an idiot one who could tell you what s going on what to wear to the
game and even when it s a good time to go to the ladies room or get another
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beer now you do melissa malamut brings a lifelong love of sports a girly girl s
sensibility and insight from fashion editors friends and her own experiences
to she s got game the ultimate guide to enjoying yourself and looking smart
at any sporting event she s got game is packed with all the rules and history
of the games personal anecdotes and do s and don ts in this incredibly well
researched and engaging book melissa gives you everything you need to feel
at ease and fall in love with sports
How to Play Baseball for Kids 2019-05-10 a guide to the unique sports
personality of each week and month of the year cover
So You Think You Know Baseball?: A Fan's Guide to the Official Rules
2013-06-10
San Francisco Giants: An Interactive Guide to the World of Sports 2011-06
Sol. White's Official Base Ball Guide 1984
The Ultimate Fan Guide to 1960s Baseball 2015-12-24
She's Got Game 2010-06-08
The Weeks and Months of Sport 2010
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